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All children and youth within Greater East St. Louis feel and are safe.

The FIRST STOP Plan to Reduce Youth Violence and
Victimization calls on our community to: 

THE GOAL

Invest in
people.

Work better
together.

Transform
systems.

Amplify
youth

leadership.
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The disproportionate rates of violence experienced by
young people within Greater East St. Louis, both as victims
and as victimizers, will continue until society addresses the
root causes of violence, including structural racism and
concentrated disadvantage. 
 

Y O U T H  V I O L E N C E  IS  T H E  R E S U L T  O F
S O C I A L  A N D  E C O N O M IC  I N E Q U A L IT Y
A N D  I N J U S T I C E .

YOUNG PEOPLE ARE NOT
TO BLAME FOR VIOLENCE.

Let's be clear.

Addressing root causes requires courage, collaboration,
and bold action. It is time to advance racial equity and
drive systems transformation.
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Key Definitions
CHILD AND YOUTH WELL-BEING
     when young people grow and develop as kids their age should, have what they
     need to be successful as adults, and are able to enjoy being kids

STRUCTURAL RACISM
     a system in which policies, practices, investments, and other conditions work to
     advantage white people and disadvantage people of color

TRAUMA
    an emotional response to an event or series of events that can have lasting negative 
    effects on a person's mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual well-being

"Not everything in life can be changed, but nothing can be
changed until it is faced." - James Baldwin



Greetings,
East Side Aligned (ESA) was launched to facilitate a
collaborative approach to addressing the effects of poverty
and trauma on children and families in the East St. Louis
School District 189 footprint. This footprint is comprised of
communities of color that have historically suffered from
inequitable and unjust conditions that can contribute to crime
and violence.

I got involved in East Side Aligned at its inception because I
want to contribute to improving the lives of young people in
the District 189 footprint. I believe all young people of St. Clair
County should learn, grow, and play in safe environments and
have what they need to be successful as adults. Creating the
conditions for young people to be and feel safe is the top
priority of East Side Aligned. To aid in advancing this cause,
my office—in collaboration with United Way of Greater St.
Louis—pursued and received a $1M Safe and Thriving
Communities Grant from the United States Department of
Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention.

This grant contributed to the development and implementation
of the FIRST STOP Plan to Reduce Youth Violence and
Victimization. Finalized in 2018, FIRST STOP set clear priorities
and prompted people to work better together for and with our
young people.

Violence is a complex social problem, and solutions will not
come quickly. The purpose of this Progress Report is to begin
telling the FIRST STOP story. It offers a view into the strategies,
uplifts the inspiring stories of people creating change, and
presents some of the results we have achieved so far.

I am deeply appreciative to all who have been a part of the FIRST
STOP journey. I especially want to thank United Way of Greater
St. Louis for leading the day-to-day operations and, with our
Auditor’s office, ensuring sound fiscal stewardship of the grant. I
also want to thank the organizations and collaborative groups
that effectively implemented FIRST STOP strategies and
contributed to our progress. Most important, I want to thank the
youth. Their voice and leadership guided us as well as redirected
us, and their strength and courage inspired us.

Mark A. Kern
St. Clair County Board Chairman

We have a long way to go, but together, we have
the power to turn the tide against youth violence
and create safe and thriving communities.

MESSAGE TO COMMUNITY
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2020 is a year we will not forget, as we have  been confronted with twin
pandemics of COVID-19 and systemic racism. One of which is not new. Racism is
woven into all aspects of our society, resulting in widespread inequities for
people of color. These are the conditions that the East Side Aligned movement
was created to transform.

ESA works to connect people and change systems that affect our community. As
a movement, we believe in residents, especially young people, being integral
leaders and decision-makers in their own lives and community. We believe we
can achieve more when we come together, pool our resources, and support one
another. And we believe that efforts like FIRST STOP work best with
transparency, accountability, and ongoing learning and improvement.

While the challenge is great, we have hope. We invite you to journey with us as we
continue on this road. May you find this report helpful as you advocate, educate,
and engage others to advance the well-being of children and youth. 

NZinga Medley & Andra Lang
Stewardship Group Co-Chairs

East Side Aligned

Dear Champions of Youth Well-Being,



A Movement with and for Youth
East Side Aligned (ESA) is a collaborative movement to
improve the readiness and well-being of children and
youth within Greater East St. Louis.
 
The ESA movement is guided by the East Side Aligned
Roadmap. The Roadmap was developed through an
intensive 18-month planning process (July 2014 to
December 2015)—co-led by youth—that engaged over
400 community members. It has four big goals, 14 sub-
goals and over 180 interconnected strategies to build a
stronger, more equitable community for young people. 
 
The process brought together people from all walks of
life—representing every constituency and sector—many
of whom were never in the same room with one another
before. The product—ESA Roadmap—reflects existing
efforts and aspirations of our community as well as lays
out a set of bold recommendations for change.

Sub-Goal #3—All children and youth feel and are safe—
was identified as the top priority of the ESA movement. 

Safe and Thriving Communities Grant
With priorities determined, our community started identifying funding to advance Roadmap strategies. During this
time, the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) issued a
grant opportunity to local units of government. The Safe and Thriving Communities Grant was designed to support
communities in developing and implementing plans to reduce youth violence and victimization.  
 
Out of his strong commitment to youth, St. Clair County Board Chairman, Mark A. Kern, applied for and was awarded
the Safe and Thriving Communities Grant. In its capacity as the lead backbone support organization for ESA, United
Way of Greater St. Louis was invited to provide day-to-day project and financial management for the grant. 
 
Leveraging the momentum of the ESA movement, St. Clair County and United Way engaged young people and
community partners to convert Roadmap recommendations into concrete action plans with specific deliverables,
timelines, budgets, and accountable bodies. This resulted in the FIRST STOP Plan to Reduce Youth Violence and
Victimization.

BACKGROUND
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The name “FIRST STOP” has a dual meaning. It honors the community’s decision to prioritize Sub-Goal
#3—“All children and youth feel and are safe.” In other words, strategies to reduce youth violence is the
FIRST STOP of our Roadmap. The name is also a call for change—specifically for how we understand
and look at youth violence and trauma. Youth are not the root cause. FIRST STOP calls on us to address
the systemic racism and oppression that create conditions that cause violence.

FIRST STOP is the shared responsibility of numerous individuals, organizations, and collaborative
groups. The plan's goals, strategies, and objectives are organized into six core areas.  The following
pages highlight progress being made through implementing FIRST STOP.

Set the Foundation
16.7%

Address Trauma
16.7%

Invest in Youth & Young Adults
16.7%

Cultivate Resident Power
16.7%

Deter Violence
16.7%

Improve Built Environment
16.7%

Interrupt Violence Address Trauma

FIRST STOP

A Destination and Call for Action.

The Six Core Areas of Work 

Improve Outdoor Conditions Build Community Accountability

Invest in Youth DevelopmentCultivate Youth Power

Improve physical
environment and spur
economic development.

Intervene to at first
sign of  violence and
when it occurs.

Create platforms for youth to
exercise self-determination
and leadership.

Sustain support for the safety of
young people long-term.

Create informed,
responsive spaces that

seek to heal trauma.

Stop violence from happening
before it ever occurs and help

young people thrive.
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At the forefront of the FIRST STOP Plan is building a
community that is responsive to trauma. Since 2018,
community members have participated in trainings to
increase their understanding of how trauma and toxic
stress impact children’s development as well as build their
skills in fostering healing and well-being.

ADDRESS TRAUMA5

BUILDING A TRAUMA-INFORMED COMMUNITY

Transforming the way people are seen, understood, treated, and served

DISTRICT 189 TRAUMA TRAINER COHORT

Trauma-Responsive Schools
Through a collaborative partnership, East St. Louis Federation of Teachers Local 1220, Illinois Federation of Teachers,
and East St. Louis School District 189 piloted The Union Response to Students’ Stress and Trauma, a train-the-trainer
program that instructs teachers, paraprofessionals, school support staff, social workers, coaches, principals and
others in how to respond to the effects of trauma and foster healing. Through this pilot, nearly 500 school personnel
received training in what trauma is, how it impacts student development and learning, and how  to build trauma-aware
and responsive schools. In addition to the positive effects for School District 189 students, the successful pilot led the
Illinois Federation of Teachers to make the program available statewide. So far, more than 32,000 students throughout
Illinois have benefitted as school employees apply trauma-informed practices in their schools.



More than 150 youth development professionals in agencies that run
afterschool and summer programs received intensive training on how
trauma impacts the adolescent brain, and specific solutions and supports
that can be offered through programs to help young people thrive. The
training was provided by Wyman and spearheaded by the East St. Louis
Youth Development Alliance. Learn more about YDA on page 12..

Trauma-Responsive Out-of-School Time Settings

TRAUMA TRAINING BY-THE-NUMBERS 

Trauma-Responsive Communities
Over 250 community members participated in the Trauma Awareness
Training facilitated by Alive and Well Communities (AWC). This training
explored the prevalence and impact of trauma and how to help children
and families recover from trauma. It also educated people on what is
behind many of the behaviors we see and how we can shift our perspective
through the lens of trauma. 

In addition to the workshops, AWC hired and trained four East St. Louis
area residents to become Community Consultants and provide Community
Empowerment Workshops to their peers. These workshops help residents
develop proactive strategies to minimize the impact of toxic stress, build
emotional well-being, and encourage community change.

ADDRESS TRAUMA 6

Coming from a less than
equitable community and
knowing the hardships of
dealing with traumatic
events, I have learned a lot
that I want to share with
others in hopes that
community members will
continue to overcome
together so we all grow
and thrive.

Kila Rice-Bey
Community Consultant

 500+  150+  250+District 189 
Staff

Youth Development
Profesionals

Residents and
Stakeholders

BECOME AN AWC AMBASSADOR

You can be part of the movement to create Alive and Well Communities: Become an AWC
Ambassador. Alive and Well Ambassadors are agents of change working to increase
community resilience and to decrease the impact of trauma and toxic stress.
Ambassadors represent themselves, their neighborhoods, their faith community and/or
their professional organizations in health care, education, behavioral health, business,
social service, and more. Despite distinct lived-experiences and backgrounds,
Ambassadors share a common goal: to help promote healing, well-being, and equity. 

Visit https://www.awcommunities.org for more information.



Becoming trauma aware is step one. Step two is applying knowledge to change policies and practices. Nearly a
dozen civic entities and organizations have committed to transform their institutions and participated in the
Trauma Learning and Action Collaborative facilitated by Alive and Well Communities. The diversity of organizations
is unprecedented and the push for a trauma-responsive region has been far reaching.

Trauma Learning & Action
Collaborative Participants

20th Judicial Circuit Court
Services & Probation
Catholic Urban Programs: 

Christian Activity Center
East St. Louis Housing Authority

         Griffin Center 

I often wish I had trauma-
informed care training
[sooner]... how much more
impactful I would have been
in the classroom.

NZinga Medley
District 189 Teacher

Outcomes and Impact
Our community is collectively shifting away from
the question “what’s wrong with you” to “what’s
happened to you” when engaging with young
people.

Illinois State Police offered trauma awareness
training to all ISP officers and personnel within
the Zone 6 Investigations Unit to begin shifting
mindsets and improving police-community
interactions.

Stakeholders within public housing, healthcare,
and education showed increased buy-in,
understanding, and commitment to prioritize
continued learning and practice change.

ADDRESS TRAUMA7

I started to see myself and
realize  the degree of trauma
I've experienced, seen, and
unfortunately, inflicted on
others unintentionally.

Calvin Brown
Illinois State Police

Key stakeholders and groups are integrating
trauma-informed policies and training into
practice by incorporating them into
organizational and employee handbooks,
board orientations, and annual retreats.

St. Clair County Juvenile Detention Center
implemented new policies and practices that
humanize youth and aim to foster well-being for
both youth and staff. For example, youth are no
longer called “detainees” and the Center now
uses a wellness room to de-escalate conflict.

TRAUMA LEARNING AND
ACTION COLLABORATIVE

East St. Louis  School District 189
Hoyleton Youth & Family Services
Illinois State Police
Join Hands ESL
St. Clair County State's 

Touchette Regional Hospital
         Attorney's Office



East St. Louis School District 189 made a commitment to incorporating social emotional learning practices into each
school day. Teachers and staff are using a variety of strategies that help to address the trauma that children may
experience, including poverty, lack of housing, and violence. These efforts support young people’s ability to develop
positive coping skills. Ultimately, these practices create safe, nurturing environments that help children and youth
feel more comfortable - allowing them to fully engage in learning. Long term, these efforts improve academic scores
and improve culture and climate in ways that ultimately give young people alternatives to violence.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)
Embedding SEL practices to support student development and well-being.

INVEST IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 8

I used to be a very angry person. I still have my slip ups, but
I know how to deal with it now.  I am able to take the proper
steps to be able to interact with people without having
anger and frustrations. 

The hope is in us. Karlontajhi
District 189 Student

Our goal is to infuse social and emotional learning
now so that they can be better students, learners, and
citizens to contribute to society in positive ways.

Dr. Tiffany Gholson
Director of Parent and Student Support Services



Students feel more engaged and
welcomed in their classrooms.
Across the board, students and
teachers feel the vibe is more
positive. Everyone that a kid comes
in contact with should be trained on
SEL. We can all impact a child.

Components of SEL

Self-Awareness: 

Self-Management: 

Responsible Decision-Making:

Relationship Skills:

Social Awareness:

Managing emotions and behaviors to
achieve your goals.

Making constructive choices about
your behavior.

Forming positive relationships with
peers and adults.

Showing understanding and empathy
for others.

Timi Polk

© CASEL 2017

SCHOOL DISTRICT 189 ENHANCEMENTS

25 SEL-
dedicated

staff across
10 schools

29 staff that
supports students'

and families' 
well-being

Special 
Olympics Unified

Champion Schools
Activities

District-
wide SEL

curriculum,
Ripple Effects

Ongoing SEL
professional
development

for staff

Academic Skills Teacher

INVEST IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Recognizing your emotions, values,
strengths, and challenges.
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Effective behavioral health services can make a
significant difference in the lives of youth, especially
youth in need of specialized support. Addressing
behavioral health issues has also been proven to reduce
the likelihood of future violence. Through FIRST STOP, a
Behavioral Health and Support Services Work Group was
established to improve the coordination and quality of
services for young people. Agencies providing individual

and family counseling, substance abuse treatment and
referral, crisis intervention services, and other
emotional health supports are actively working to
ensure not one young person falls through cracks in
the service delivery system. The efforts of the work
group have become part of the strategic agenda and
will be championed by the St. Clair County Youth
Coalition (SCCYC). 

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES 
Improving coordination, quality, and impact

Deep breathing is an easy, common, and private way
of managing stress and emotions. Here is the easy
5-3-7 method! 

This gentle repetition tells your brain that everything
is or will be okay soon. Before long, your heart will
slow and you will begin to relax!

SCCYC MEMBERS

13 Service Agreements
between School District 189

and Service Providers
Prioritizing Family

Voice and Leadership
Established a Multi-Agency

Coordination Team

ACTIVITY CORNER
Deep Breathing

 Seconds Seconds Seconds

Breathe In Hold Your
Breath Breathe Out

INVEST IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

:05 :03 :07

Caritas Family Solutions

Chestnut Health Systems

Children’s Home & Aid

Community Organizing and Family Issues 

Comprehensive Behavioral Health Center

Hoyleton Children and Family Services 

Lincoln Prairie Behavioral Health Center 

Racial Harmony 

St. Clair County Mental Health Board 

Touchette Regional Hospital

Increasing on-site
services and supports to
support emotional health

Working to ensure people
with lived experience guide

the coalition’s agenda

Reducing barriers and
better serving high-

need youth
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INVEST IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT#

The impact of high-quality early learning on children is
significant. Research shows that children with access to
programs have better outcomes in life, including greater
success in kindergarten, higher graduation rates, and
increased college enrollment rates. Each of these
outcomes results in children having a deeper connection 

with the environments they live and play in, which has a
direct effect on violence. In fact, children who have
enrolled in high-quality early learning programs are about
40% less likely to be arrested for a violent offense before
age 18. Investment in early childhood can create long-
term decreases in community violence.

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
Improving outcomes later in life through early learning

INVEST IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT11

When families have the resources
they need to raise their children,

the positive impact of early learning
increases even more. ELP member

organizations meet these needs in a
variety of ways, including prenatal
services, home visiting, parenting
classes, and advocacy training to

ensure that children are supported
in all environments they're part of–

from home to school to play.

To learn more about ELP, visit www.eastsidealigned.org/elp

The Greater St. Louis Early Learning Partnership (ELP) envisions a
day when every child has the knowledge, skills, and dispositions for
kindergarten success. ELP's work centers around improving the
social, emotional, and academic development of children ages 0-5.
Since its founding in 2009, ELP has engaged hundreds of early
childhood champions in activities to increase access to high-quality
programs. Notable accomplishments include:

Greater East St. Louis Early Learning Partnership

Doubling the number of early learning
programs earning a Circle of Quality rating 

Nearly tripling the number of children receiving early
intervention and/or special education services

Administering the Early Development Instrument, which
provides essential data about children and informs action

CAREGIVER 
CORNER



10INVEST IN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Data shows 91% of youth surveyed across
programs agree that there is an adult in the
program they can talk to when they are
upset. In addition, 88% of youth say they
have good friends in the program. These
connections are invaluable to youth
development and the foundation of any high-
quality program. 

YDA provides afterschool and summer
program staff with the training opportunities
they need to support youth, run high-quality
programs, and grow professionally. Staff
receive training on trauma-informed youth
development, restorative practices, positive
youth development and more. In summer 2019,
over 100 staff from 11 agencies participated in
a Youth Development Summit, with workshops
on 11 topics, including youth voice, family
engagement, and grant writing.

Research on out-of-school time (OST) is clear: there are
academic, social and emotional benefits to those who participate
regularly in high-quality programs. Young people who are
unsupervised during OST hours are at higher risk than other youth
of substance abuse, gang involvement, and dropping out.

The East St. Louis Youth Development Alliance (YDA)
works together to ensure that all children and youth in
the School District 189 footprint have access to high
quality opportunities outside of school time.

With leadership from 7 after school programs, YDA is
building an integrated out-of-school time system to:

• increase access to programs
• improve program quality
• facilitate data-sharing between programs and schools
• coordinate shared evaluation
• increase support for youth voice and leadership

OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME
Increasing access to high-quality programs
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East St. Louis Youth Development Alliance 



Tokenism & Consultation

Self-Managing

Representation & Participation

In order to truly create opportunities for youth leadership, individuals across the community stepped up to
create spaces where young people could work together to create and work towards their own goals,
missions, and visions. Even with these movements forward, there is still a lot of work to be done. Those who
want to support youth empowerment can take steps to ensure the youth leadership opportunities they
create truly help young people to lead. 

Young people hold most, if not
all, decision making power.

Adapted from Ready by 21 St. Louis and UMSL Community Innovation & Action Center
PYRAMID OF YOUTH VOICE

Involvement in organizing helps
young people develop deep
connections to their community. It
also inspires them to advocate,
actively solve social problems, and
build their own capacity and skills to
lead movements for change. 

CULTIVATE YOUTH POWER13

A select number of youth with lived
experience represent their peers.

Youth may provide input, but adults
set the agenda and make decisions.

YOUTH LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZING
Cultivating Youth Power



10 youth and young adults received community organizing training through Community Organizing and
Family Issues (COFI). COFI’s Family Focused Organizing is a systematic and proven model of how
people, who are far outside the centers of power, become leaders, build organizations, and win.

SELF, FAMILY, AND TEAM
Through a team building process, youth assessed their
needs, wants, and values and collectively set goals, and
established plans for achieving those goals. The youth
supported one another in gaining skills and confidence
as leaders.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
AND ACTION
The youth conducted outreach interviews with other
young people and community residents in the area and
hosted a community meeting to share their findings and
engage others around their community goals to improve
safety, education, and economic development.    

YOUTH ADULTS FOR CHANGE
Training provided by Community Organizing and Family Issues (COFI)

CULTIVATE YOUTH POWER 14

We are the leaders of today.
Why wait when something
needs to be done today.

Jasmine Adams
Young Adults for Change

THE PROGRAM CONSISTED OF 2 COMPONENTS

This wasn’t just a training program. It also provided young
people with employment. Youth were paid an hourly wage for
their training hours as well as for the organizing activities
they implemented. 



What we put into our
community now is
what we will get back
in return in the future.

JaMaya
Join Hands
Peace Warrior

Nonviolence is the way of life for courageous people
The Beloved Community is the framework for the future.
Attack the forces of evil and not the persons doing evil.
Accept suffering without retaliation for the sake of the
cause to achieve the goal.
Avoid internal violence of the spirit as well as external
physical violence.
The universe is on the side of justice.

In response to trauma and violence within Greater East St. Louis, young
adults in programs at Join Hands ESL partnered with Peace Warriors in
Chicago, IL to provide peer-to-peer training on youth violence reduction.
The program, which  came to East St. Louis in 2019, centers Dr. Martin
Luther King's Six Principles of Nonviolence and  encourages youth and
adults to implement them into their lives in a positive way. Dr. King's Six
Principles are:

PEACE WARRIORS ANTI-VIOLENCE INITIATIVE

with Join Hands ESL

CULTIVATE YOUTH POWER15

ACHIEVEMENTS TO-DATE (11/2020)

132 Youth
trained20 Youth

trainers 2 School district
partnerships



FIRST STOP supported the creation of Leaving Our Voices Everywhere (LOVE). LOVE  is a youth-led
organization that empowers and trains teens and young adults to be better leaders for themselves and their
communities. They seek to build a world where youth will recognize their worth and use their voice to
ensure that they and the community are at their best. Members believe age doesn't equal qualification and
that youth hold fresh and brilliant ideas inside of their minds. They work to bring those ideas to reality by
organizing seminars, training, and peer networking opportunities. 

Leaving Our Voices Everywhere

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT

IMPACT ON YOUNG PEOPLE

Greater motivation
in school and

aspirations for
college

Better
understanding of
social problems

and their solutions

Stronger belief
that they can

make a difference
in the world

Increased civic
and political

engagement now
and in the future

LOVELOVE

CULTIVATE YOUTH POWER 16



The First Time Weapon Offenders Program, developed by the Illinois General
Assembly, promotes public safety by recognizing that young adults in areas of
high crime or poverty may have experienced trauma that contributes to cycles
of violence. Research shows that youth are less likely to be involved in criminal
behavior if they have access to appropriate services. State law provides judges
an alternative sentencing option for youth charged with an unlawful use of
weapons offense: participation in an 18-24 month diversionary programs that
offers the supports needed to change direction. Young people who enter and
successfully graduate the program have their records expunged. 

When we talk about justice,
it is not just punitive. There
are redemptive aspects that
must be included when we
speak of justice were
possible, [especially] when
we talk about young people.

FIRST TIME WEAPON OFFENDERS PROGRAM

Ensuring youth receive just and equitable treatment under the law

When I heard about this
program and what it could
do for me, it gave me hope.
The program, it impacted
me in positive ways. I got
back in school, got a job.   I
wasn't doing as good before
I was enrolled. You're not
doing the wrong thing by
giving us another chance.

2019-20 PROGRAM OUTCOMES

In St. Clair County, this program is
possible through collaboration
between 20th Judicial Circuit
Judges, St. Clair County State's
Attorney's Office, and Children's
Home & Aid, who provides the
comprehensive case management
services to youth and young adults.

Judge Zina Cruse
20th Judicial Circuit

INTERRUPT VIOLENCE17

Jelani
Program Alumni

Have
reoffended

20 100%0%

Young People
Served

Enrolled in School
or Employed

Tax dollars
saved

$800K

Promoting well-being
and reducing recidivism

For more information about the First Time Weapon
Offenders Program and other juvenile diversion
programs, visit: www.childrenshomeandaid.org



Organizing community
activities

Connecting people with
services to improve their

quality of life

Training residents on 
de-escalation and 
conflict resolution

INTERRUPT VIOLENCE

We have to break down
the barriers of mistrust.
Through LIVE, I can be
part of the solution.

Pierre Tucker
Community Advocate

We work to make a impact
in the community from
the inside out.  

Wyvetta Granger
Executive Director
Community Life Line

Community Life Line believes that our residents possess the power to curb
violence in our community. The Lifeline Interrupting Violence through
Engagement, or LIVE, Project facilitates de-escalation and violence
interruption trainings that provide residents with tangible strategies that
empower them to intervene in conflict and prevent violence. The LIVE Project
also prioritizes developing relationships among residents and, utilizing their
Neighborhood Block Party Trailer, Community Life Line partners with
neighborhood groups and churches to host events and activities that build
community cohesion. 

Lifeline Interrupting Violence Through Engagement:
The L.I.V.E. Project

COMMUNITY-BASED STRATEGIES

Conflict resolution, violence interruption, and community building 
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Due to progress being driven through FIRST STOP, our community was able to successfully apply for and receive an
additional grant from the U.S. Department of Justice. The Community Based Crime Reduction (CBCR) Program
aims to reduce crime, improve safety, build community-police relations, and spur neighborhood revitalization.
While FIRST STOP covers the entire District 189 footprint, the CBCR program focuses on a specific 2-mile radius.
Residents and other community stakeholders are working collaboratively to facilitate CBCR within the Lansdowne
and Washington Park area. Specific footprint is 37th Street to Kingshighway and Bunkum to Caseyville. 

RESEARCH &
ENGAGEMENT

Community Surveys

40 questions about
police-community
relations, crime, safety,
resources, and more.

Crime Data
42nd to 45th Street and Caseyville to
Vanburen completely cleared and cleaned
by Lansdowne Community Initiative and
R3 Development

88 people trained in de-escalation by
Community Life Line

25 residents participated in WEPOWER's
Power Building Academy focused on
Economic Justice 

19 youth employed and provided job
training by R3 Development 

96 youth and young adults participated in
out-of-school time programs offered by
Join Hands ESL

500 PPE Kits and 300 grocery bags
distributed in response to COVID-19

1 new neighborhood group established to
serve Washington Park 

IMPROVE OUTDOOR CONDITIONS19

Community Based Crime Reduction (CBCR) Grant

Neighborhood          
   Mapping

Measured property
use and conditions

1,543 properties
surveyed & mapped

321 resident surveys
completed

Put decision-making in
the hands of those most
affected by violence

Key Process Components

Intergenerational dialogue
Participatory budgeting

7,705 Total Calls for Service

2,343 in Footprint

1,064 at Border

Progress To-Date



Multi-sector stakeholders must have a
generational-focus, commit to the long-term,
and mobilize the necessary resources. 
Stakeholders must apply both a racial equity
lens and racial equity mirror in every area.
Systems and institutions need to be
responsive, coordinated, and effective.

Continuous
Feedback

Assess

LearnApply

The impact of violence is wide and deep. Everyone in the community  suffers because of violence. As one resident
said, "Hurt people hurt people," even if unintentionally. Bringing people together is a critical part of developing a
community-wide effort towards reducing violence and victimization for youth  in Greater East St. Louis.

SETTING THE FOUNDATION
Building community accountability to sustain efforts long-term

Significant capacity building is needed for people and
organizations to improve quality, alignment, and impact. 
Shared measurement systems need to be built. 
Local, state, and federal policies must support the well-
being of young people.
Efforts focused on poverty reduction, community and
economic development, and workforce development
need to be implemented concurrently.

East Side Aligned is about connecting people and building our
community’s capacity to drive systems transformation for and with
young people. Leveraging the ideas, lessons learned, and progress of
so many worthy efforts to reduce violence, FIRST STOP is working to
shift the mindsets, behaviors, policies, and power dynamics that are
keeping problems in place. This effort requires a burning patience and
unyielding commitment to long-term strategies.

A key component of accountability is data collection, analysis,
and sharing. The Brown School Evaluation Center at Washington
University in St. Louis supported FIRST STOP stakeholders by
providing systems- and program-level data and evaluation
capacity. Throughout 2019, the Evaluation Center leveraged
continuous feedback using the Assess-Learn-Apply framework
to provide individual and community-wide assistance. The
approach ensures that the Center meets partners where they
are while infusing learning and opportunities for applying the
data in the process. This report was possible due to the
Evaluation Center's contributions. It is important we continue to
foster public accountability and continuous improvement.

Measuring Progress 
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Undergirding FIRST STOP is the belief that the following principles and activities must be intentionally pursued:

Evan Krauss
Director, East Side Aligned



FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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Invest in Youth Development

Address Trauma

PLANNING PHASE
2017

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
2018-2019

Accountability requires transparency and good fiscal stewardship 



FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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Build Community Accountability

Interrupt and Deter Violence

Cultivate Youth Power

Accountability requires transparency and good fiscal stewardship 

TOTAL BUDGET:  $998,316



Coordinate shared data
measurements among partners

Provide data collection, management
and analysis training

Measurable Impact: Sustained community-led violence reduction coalition; increased attraction and leveraging
of resources; greater access and utilization of data for decision-making; increased public understanding about
violence; increase percentage of youth and families positively affected by policy change 

GOALS & ACTIVITIES

Goal: Our community has the commitment, capacity, and
connectedness to address youth violence and victimization.

Increase resident and stakeholder
ownership and improve coordination
of resources and activities

Create strong communication linkages
between and among residents,
organizations, and other coalitions

Generate investment for backbone
infrastructure supports and strategy
implementation
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Objective 1: Establish and
sustain a community-led
violence reduction coalition

CURRENT
STATUS

CURRENT STATUS KEY

In Progress 

East Side Aligned supports
a constellation of
collaborative groups—
many of which implement
activities to reduce
violence. A new standalone
coalition has not been set
up, but FIRST STOP
strategies are championed
by several groups.

Achieved & Ongoing

In Progress

Big P – Not Started

Little P – Achieved in
some places

Training – Not Started

In Progress 

ESA will be hosting a
training series in 2021

Objective 2: Improve the
capacity of data and
evaluation systems

Implement a FIRST STOP marketing and
communications campaign

Intentionally engage and educate key
stakeholder groups

Objective 3: Implement a
public awareness campaign
to elevate the significance
of the issue and build public
will to act

Review current policies, develop
recommendations and advance
policies that enhance child well-being

Provide advocacy training for
stakeholders

Objective 4: Influence policy
development, advocacy, and
agenda-setting

Integrate community building, healing,
and reconciliation practices into all
aspects of implementation

Intentionally apply a racial equity
framework

Objective 5: Foster healing
and reconciliation between
individuals, organizations,
and communities.

GOALS & ACTIVITIES23

The implementation of FIRST STOP is the shared responsibility of numerous
individuals, organizations, and collaborative groups. All partners are working
to in align their policies, practices, and resources to advance FIRST STOP
strategies. This section contains a summary of FIRST STOP goals, objectives,
and strategies as well as indicates progress to-date in achieving them.

Not Started

In Progress

Achieved or 
Achieved & Ongoing



Advance the work of the Greater East St.
Louis Early Learning Partnership to
strengthen and sustain a high-quality
early childhood system

Advance the work of the Greater East St.
Louis Youth Coordinating Council to
strengthen and sustain a high quality
out-of-school time system

Measurable Impact: Increased readiness; improved academic attendance and
performance; decreased disciplinary referrals; decreased number of youth
who had an arrest or delinquent offense; improved job readiness skills;
reduced exposure to adverse childhood experiences
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Goal: Children and youth exhibit well-being and readiness
for school, work and life.

Objective 1: Increase access
to early learning programs
and services

Objective 2: Increase access
to quality out-of-school
opportunities

Objective 3: Increase
protective factors in youth
development

Increase the use of social emotional
learning practices

Increase the use of restorative practices

Objective 4: Expand youth
employment opportunities

Increase investment for youth jobs

Strengthen and scale evidence-based
programs

Objective 5: Enhance support
services for families

Prevent family violence through
positive parenting programs

Goal: Every setting in which kids learn and play has well-trained adults
applying practices that foster safety, healing, and well-being. 

Conduct stress and trauma awareness
workshops throughout the footprint

Provide training on trauma-informed
practice

Establish trauma-informed learning
collaborative

Align, leverage and maximize available
support services and ensure quality
integration in schools

Develop and institute an effective multi-
agency intergenerational case
management tracking and quality
improvement system

Measurable Impact: Greater percentage of residents understand the impacts of
trauma and toxic stress; increased utilization of trauma-informed practices; and
increased number of youth receiving services.
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Objective 1: Increase
community's understanding
of and response to stress and
trauma.

Objective 2: Improve access,
coordination, and
effectiveness of support
services and behavioral
health resources
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CURRENT
STATUS

CURRENT
STATUS

Achieved & Ongoing

In Progress 

Achieved & Ongoing

 See page 5 for details

Achieved & Ongoing

Achieved & Ongoing

Not Started

Not Started

Achieved & Ongoing



Objective 1: Implement
evidence-based
intervention practices

Recruit, train and support community
members to interrupt and deescalate violence

Reduce recidivism of gun violent offenders

Objective 2: Implement
evidence-based
enforcement practices

Expand focused deterrence efforts on the
most violence individuals, groups, and
gangs

Coordinate law enforcement efforts
across agencies to combat gang violence 

Measurable Impact: Increase in number of positive interactions between
youth and police; decreased youth violence and victimization; decreased
number of gun-related incidents; decreased number of murders; decreased
gang activity; increased local law enforcement capacity

Objective 3: Build the
capacity of local law
enforcement

Cultivate positive relationship and
interactions between youth and law
enforcement

Integrate the use of community-oriented
policing tactics

Enhance knowledge and skills of police
officers

Goal: Our community experiences significant reductions in violent incidents.
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In Progress

In Progress

Not Started

Achieved & Ongoing

Objective 1: Develop
platforms and pipelines for
youth to cultivate and
exercise their leadership

Provide community organizing training
to youth and young adults

Provide opportunities and
responsiveness to youth leadership in
decision-making and facilitating change

Objective 2: Build the
capacity of neighborhood
groups to foster cohesion
and improve safety

Train residents in community-based
approaches to improve safety

Measurable Impact: Increased community capacity to reduce violence; increased
percentage of neighborhood groups with leading public safety approaches; increased
number of policy changes informed by youth

Goal: Youth and young adults are leading positive change in the community.
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GOALS & ACTIVITIES

CURRENT
STATUS

CURRENT
STATUS

Achieved 

In Progress

Achieved & Ongoing

In Progress
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Goal: Neighborhoods are safe to walk, play and live

Objective 1: Increase
community and economic
development

Build local capacity to develop and
implement a community economic
development plan

Drive neighborhood business growth

Objective 2: Improve
physical conditions

Expand neighborhood beautification
initiatives

Repair built environment deficiencies

Implement crime prevention through
Environmental Design

Measurable Impact: Increased economic development activities; increased resident feelings
of safety at home and in the community; increased sustainability of beautified locations;
increased number of safe passages to school

Objective 3: Create safe
passages to school

Expand volunteer efforts to monitor
routes and chaperone children to and
from school

Expand school transportation
accessibility

GOALS & ACTIVITIES 26

CURRENT
STATUS

In Progress 
Initiated through CBCR

In Progress 
Initiated through CBCR

In Progress 

Achieved

Not Started



GRANT PARTNERS

GRANT LEADS

FIRST STOP STRATEGIES HAVE BEEN
SUPPORTED AND IMPLEMENTED BY:



Healthy & Safe in their Environments
Socially Connected & Emotionally Secure
Successful in School, College & Work
Positively Engaged in their Community

East Side Aligned
MISSION 
East Side Aligned mobilzes our collective power to build a stronger community with and for
young people within Greater East St. Louis.

2025 GOAL
All children and youth within Greater East St. Louis will be:

OUR CORE VALUES 
Cultivate Trust. Persist Together
Empower Everyone. Apply all our strengths
Pursue Understanding. Know the what and how
Facilitate Change. Be and do better

WHAT IS THE ROADMAP?

The East Side Aligned Roadmap is a living document that seeks to clarify and prioritize what
the community desires and is committed to with regard to the readiness and well-being of our
children and youth. The Roadmap is also a call to the larger community to develop broader
partnerships, set attainable goals, employ data driven decision making, and engage in bolder
strategies. We are committed to moving beyond fragmented approaches, toward area-wide
collaboration and accountability. The Roadmap is an invitation to the community to make a
commitment to work collaboratively to achieve the 2025 Goals.

The Roadmap is comprised of 14 sub-goals and over 180 strategies and is available to download
on the ESA website.

www.eastsidealigned.org




